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Self-Learning Manual: Activity 02 

Socio-Emotional Skills:  

Celebrating differently abled 

Age: 7-8 years 
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Activity description 
 

Stephen Hawking was a differently abled personality who has left a Herculean mark in a world that makes 

stringent distinctions between ‘abled’ and ‘differently abled’. This child is required to create a hand-made 

toy of the celebrity Stephen Hawking using any commonly available material at home (details below), 

paint the toy using water or oil paint & make a video presentation presenting the toy & addressing the 

following points in the video: 

1. Show your artwork (handmade toy of Stephen Hawking) 

2. Introduce him & share his key achievements 

3. Share the emotions that were felt as you heard about his life, different abilities & achievements 

Please ensure that the toy clearly represents how the person is disabled/differently abled. The child can 

use kneaded wheat to make the toy representing the personality by shaping and carving features on the 

dough such that it resembles the person. Let the child decorate it using paints and craft material. 

Do note that the child must present the toy addressing the key points mentioned above in an engaging 

video of length 60 seconds to 90 seconds long to complete submission. 

Assessment guidelines 
 

The total non-bonus points for this activity is 30. Every submission would be rated as either of below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M = Master 
(100%) 

The child’s video is at least 60 seconds long, engaging, shows the toy, speaks about Stephen 

Hawking’s achievement for at least 30 sec & about his/her emotions for at least 30 sec. 

The child’s video is at least 60 seconds long, engaging, shows the toy, speaks about Stephen 

Hawking’s achievement for at least 15 sec & about his/her emotions for at least 30 sec. 
I = Intermediate 

(80%) 

B = Beginner 
(50%) 

The child’s video is at least 45 seconds long, engaging, shows the toy, speaks about Stephen 

Hawking’s achievement for at least 15 sec & about his/her emotions for at least 15 sec. 

 
For participating in the event & making an event relevant submission which does not meet 

assessment guidelines for M, I or B. 

A = Aspirant 
(25%) 

NA (Not applicable) 

50% bonus marks: If the child securing an M can perform the task for 90 seconds & mention names of  
2 other individuals who (are)were differently abled but performed heroics no less than some of the “regularly abled”. 

No submissions or any submission which is irrelevant for the activity. 
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Key benefits of this activity 
 

The activity benefits in many ways: 

• Helps improve the EQ (Emotional Quotient) of the child 

• Invokes empathy in general amongst the children 

• Makes the child aware about the different and difficult lives that people live 

• Helps child to empathize with what is unlike and different 

• Introduces the child to concept of creating own toys that s/he may like to have 

• Gives a chance to think of an enabling vocabulary for the disabled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To submit your entry, visit our website (www.kid-ex.com). For any queries, email us at info@kid-ex.com. 

 

Keep learning! Keep growing! Stay happy! Be successful! 

                                                                                                                                                

Expert coach speaks 

 

The aim of the activity is to make the young adult aware of 

unusual lives that people may be living. It is for them to know 

how such individuals have embraced their identities in the 

face of the world. Empathy is a wonderful word, but it takes 

a lot of initiative and sensitivity to empathize in the true 

sense. The given activity is a chance to spend some time 

thinking about the differently abled humans around us. 

Do inform the child that disability is a possibility across all 

species. Motivate the children to take a step forward and 

encourage them to think about not just humans but all 

disabled and unequipped beings in general. 

• Do not let the child offer insensitive or 

negative remarks in talking about the 

differently abled 

 

• Child believes differently abled to be at 

a disadvantage or looks them down 

 

• Avoid using the word ‘abnormal’ 

instead use enabling vocabulary like 

‘differently abled’ for them 

 

• Child is unable to appreciate the daily 

challenges faced by such gifted folks 

Common mistakes to avoid Useful web resources 

• Video showing how to make a Stephen 

Hawking toy 

• Video showing 2 kids talk about Stephen 

Hawking 

• Wikipedia page on Stephen Hawking 

• Web page sharing views on how Stephen 

Hawking refined disability 

http://www.kid-ex.com/
mailto:info@kid-ex.com
https://youtu.be/EtbuizgBT0M
https://youtu.be/EtbuizgBT0M
https://youtu.be/QiLz-U5cy8g
https://youtu.be/QiLz-U5cy8g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Hawking
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-43399921
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-43399921

